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A VALEDICTORY 
 
by Bruce Johnson 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
[Bruce Johnson stepped down from the Presidency of the Jazz Co-ordination Association of 
NSW in 2001, after serving for 11 years. The following statement was first published in 
JazzChord, Dec 01/Jan 02] 
 

t the last AGM of the Jazz Co-ordination Association of NSW (held in April, 2001) I 
stepped down from the Presidency, as I had foreshadowed in the previous year. The 
main reasons for this are to do with a general sense of transition. 

 
The Association is approaching a significant new phase and it is important to position a new 
President in time to oversee it from the beginning. The most conspicuous marker of 
transition in the last year of my Presidency was the completion of the long term National 
Strategic Plan for Jazz Development. It recognises significant shifts in the Australian jazz 
movement, ranging from the macro-context of globalisation and cultural reorientation, 
through the innovations in music media technology, to such local shifts as the legislative 
frameworks that have reconfigured performance opportunities in the last several years. 
 
Some aspects of the strategic shift have already been registered in the recent devolution of 
the proposed 2002-2004 National Jazz Development Program. I fully support and 
congratulate the new executive on this major initiative, which leaves the NSW Association 
greater opportunities to focus on local issues. 
 
There are also transitions in my own life, chiefly other projects to be attended to. 
Administratively, I wish to focus on the development of the Australian Jazz Archive as part of 
broader research and education objectives outlined in the Strategic Plan. I am also 
conducting government funded research into the impact of recreation legislation on live 
performance opportunities, which of course continues to intersect with Association interests. 
 

 
 
New JCANSW President Marion Benjamin: she did not seek the position but was invited to 
it… 
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Academically my centre of gravity is shifting, and a number of projects in the UK and several 
European countries are crystallising ínto heavy commitments: much of 2002, for example, 
will see me based in Liverpool at the Institute of Popular Music, and research centres in 
Hungary and Finland. 
 

 
 
Vice-President Peter Rechniewski: a long term colleague on the executive… 
 
And I think I would just like to be known as a musician again. People in the jazz world have a 
chronic difficulty in imagining anyone as both administrator and performer, and that has a 
profound effect on performance opportunities. The almost nightly gig regime that I enjoyed  
 

 
 
Another long-term colleague Jazz Development Officer Eric Myers: our ability to express 
ourselves robustly to each other but without arousing the slightest personal rancour has 
been of inestimable value… 
 
up to the mid-1980s has diminished considerably, and indirectly this has been related to arts 
administration activity, although I am pleased to find that I still do a couple each week, and 
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without that continuing coal-face experience something would certainly have been taken 
away from whatever insights I can bring to administration.  
 
There are only so many hours in the day, and the amount of time devoted to the Association 
has inevitably been at the expense of both musical and academic life, in ways that would take 
too long to explain here. People who imagine that the work will bring any reward in terms of 
money or ego simply haven’t grown up. There is only one reason to do this job: because you 
think it matters. And although I began as a sceptic when the whole jazz development  
programme was inaugurated I now see that the Jazz Co-ordination Association does matter. 
It became unquestionably the country’s peak jazz administrative body, but you would have to 
have begun your jazz career before its formation to appreciate its impact, since so much of 
what has been achieved by its programmes is now regarded as a given. 
 
Ego, personal ambition and divisive rivalries are wholly counterproductive in this enterprise. 
Socrates understood that a desire for power should be a disqualification from attaining ìt. 
Like me, the current President, Marion Benjamin did not seek the position, but was invited 
to it. That augurs well. For this year I agreed to remain on the committee to assist in the 
transition to a new executive, and I am deeply impressed at Marion’s proactive energy and 
open perspective. 
 
I would like to record my deep appreciation of  all the committee members with whom I have 
served, and whose input has been a permanent reminder that nothing is so important as 
listening to other points of view. In particular, I have formed the greatest respect and 
affection for long-term colleagues on the executive, Vice President Peter Rechniewski and 
Jazz Development Officer Eric Myers. Our ability to express ourselves robustly to each other 
but without arousing the slightest personal rancour has been of inestimable value, and the 
jazz community probably is unaware that this rare openness is one of the greatest strengths 
of the Association. Preserve it at all costs; and best wishes to the incoming Committee and its 
Executive. 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 


